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BOSTON’S MOST LUXURIOUS ROOMS AND SUITES 
 
 

With the most spacious average room size in Boston and a Back Bay address that cannot be 

matched, there are plenty of ways for guests to make themselves at home at Mandarin Oriental, 

Boston.  Each  of  the  property’s  136  guestrooms  and  12  suites  have  been  designed  with 

remarkable attention to detail and feature a soaking tub, designer linens and state-of-the-art 

technology. 

 
ELEGANTLY APPOINTED GUEST ROOMS 

 

Offering delightful views of Back Bay or Boston’s cityscape, Mandarin Oriental, Boston’s 

spacious and elegant guest rooms provide the perfect urban escape. Available in king or double 

configurations, each room is a true New England charmer with classic taupe or teal décor. Guest 

rooms are located on the hotel’s fourth to eighth floors and have been thoughtfully designed with 

an oversized bathroom, featuring a soaking tub with separate shower, and plenty of natural 

sunlight. 

 
SUMPTUOUS SUITES 

 

Mandarin Oriental, Boston’s elegant Premier Suites are designed with effortless living in mind 

and  offer  unobstructed  views  of  bustling  Boylston  Street.  These  one  bedroom  suites  with 

separate living rooms are inspired by the refined elegance of traditional New England, while the 

state-of-the-art entertainment system is thoroughly modern. The king-sized bedrooms feature 

beds adorned with ploh pillows and duvet, bright bay windows and elegant marble bathrooms. 

Located on the fifth to seventh floors, the Premier Suites offer connections to king-sized or 

double Mandarin Back Bay rooms. 

 
The property’s signature Oriental Suite is an oasis of elegance and comfort that features a refined 

palette of magnolia, gray, cream and khaki. Champagne-colored drapery adorns the windows of 

the large master bedroom and the finest ploh pillows and duvet dress the king-sized bed. The 
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bedroom connects to a stunning marble bathroom with Jacuzzi bathtub and features a mirrored 

wall complete with a flat-screen television, walk-in closet and dressing room. The spacious 

living room is decorated with a sectional sofa, large lounge chair and a magnificent desk. The 

dining room area features a custom six-seat, pedestal-style, chestnut brown dining table topped 

with tiger’s eye golden quartz. This 1,700 square-foot suite features sweeping views of Back Bay 

and state-of-the-art entertainment technology. 

 
The opulent 2,600 square-foot Dynasty Suite has been designed as a luxurious retreat, with fine 

furnishings,  well-appointed  fabrics  and  subtle  Asian  touches  throughout.  The  suite’s  color 

scheme accents dark-toned furniture with champagne and sterling drapery, creating a space that 

is elegant and stylish. The plush master bedroom is furnished with a king-sized bed dressed in 

the finest linens and a custom-designed white maple hardwood headboard. Connecting to the 

master bedroom is a large marble bathroom with an oversized bathtub and separate shower as 

well as a spacious walk-in closet and dressing room. A working fireplace highlights the open- 

plan living and dining room, which features a signature S-shaped dining table for eight guests. In 

addition, a private powder room and selection of contemporary oil paintings on canvas and 

lithograph prints decorate the room throughout. A full, wood-paneled study and state-of-the-art 

entertainment technology complete the suite. 
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